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Dear Guests!

By 1 September 2021 at the latest, all accommodation providers must have Property Management
System (PMS) and ID scanners that are suitable for transferring data from each separate location to the
VIZA system.
Under operative Hungarian law, all citizens are required to have an official identity document (identity
card, passport or driving licence card) regardless of age, thus now including the newborn. The legislation
requires data to be recorded for all guests using accommodation services, so recording of the data may
not be neglected because of age or any other variable (e.g. the fee payable for the service, discounts,
the length of the stay, relationship to the user).
The guest using the accommodation service must present a document suitable for personal
identification to the accommodation provider for the purpose of recording the data.
The accommodation provider is required by law to scan the data on a photographic ID suitable for
establishing identity when the guest arrives, using an ID scanner, then using the Property Management
System, the data are recorded in the repository provided by the hosting provider specified by the
Government in a decree. Section 34 (1) of Government Decree 414/2015 of 23 December on the rules
for issuing identity cards and on the uniform recording of likenesses and signatures requires guests to
present an identity card to the accommodation provider: “Hungarian citizens, immigrants, permanent
residents, refugees and persons with protected status shall be required to hold a valid identity card, to
keep it save and to present it in the cases and in the manner specified by law, when requested to do so.
On expiry of the identity card, if it is withdrawn, if eligibility ends, or a new permanent identity card is
issued, the identity card must be handed in to the authority authorised to receive it”.
If the documents are not presented, the accommodation provider shall refuse to provide the
accommodation service.

Further information: https://vizainfo.hu/en/faq

We are highly ask our Guests to get information about the administration before travelling. The data
scanning is compulsory for everyone, so please help our work to prepare the documents by arriving at
our hotels.

Thank You for Your understanding and cooperating!
Hotel Adalbert Management
Esztergom, 2021.09.01.

